Annual Sophomore Hop Features Simpson Band  
At Drake Hotel Nov. 11  
Army Football Game, Chapel, Queen Contest  
Will Be Major Sophomore Weekend Activities  

Walt Simpson and his orchestra will be the featured band at the annual Sophomore Hop which will be held in the Drake Hotel on the Friday evening of Sophomore Weekend, which will be climaxed by the annual Homecoming Game, Pennsylvania versus Army, an ex- 

Booths  
Booths containing accommodating six couples will be set up throughout the campus. They may be obtained by students who are interested in becoming chairmen, or from any of the booth-supervisors, whose names will be announced in the near future. Your suggestions for unique booths of groups of freshmen may pur-

Chairmen Announced  
The other chairmen of Sophomore Weekend are:  
The chairman of the Brackett Hall activities committee is James A. P. Gilpin, UN official.  
By Newswanger  

GARY MARCUS  

Gilian, UN Official, Talks in HH Today  
Anthony C. Gilpin, economic strife officer of the United Nations, will speak on "Ten Years of the United Nations" at an information meeting in Houston Hall today at 4:30 p.m.  
Gilpin has written several books on the economics of Great Britain and her possessions, and served in international posts in London and at the United Nations building in New York before entering the U.N.  

Army ROTC Unit Will Select  
Female Honorary Cadet Colonel  
The honorary Cadet Colonel of 1955-1956 will be selected at a tea in Houston Hall, November 21, announced Colonel Morton Singer, professor of military science and tactics.  

The purpose of selecting an Honorary Colonel Cadet is to further improve morale and to brighten the spirit of the cadets within the detachment," stated Colonel Singer.  

To be eligible for the contest, a student need only be an un-
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GRAND CHALLENGE CUP  

Ford Says Sebo Will Stay, Affirms Faith in Grid Coach  
Athletic Director Blasts Critics of Winsome Quakers;  
Names Sebo 'Best Young Coach in Country Today'  
"Steve Sebo is the best young coach in the country today," commented Pennsylvania Athletic Director Jerry Ford, as he blasted all the critics who have been predicting the Penn mentor won't be around in 1956.  

Promising the presently downtrodden Quaker fan an Ivy League Championship contender by 1958, Sebo declared he has no intention of quitting, according to an Associated Press story released today.  
Ford continued, "I'm the guy that will have the contract and from what I've seen of the Big Two, I'm going to put in a con-

D'Ortenza, Philadelphia Councilman, To Address Young Democrats Today  
Paul D'Ortenza, councilman-at-large in the Philadelphia City Council, will address the regular meeting of Philadelphia Young Democrats at 8 p.m. Tuesday at 1011 South Broad Street.  

D'Ortenza, a former member of the Democratic National committee, has been active in the Philadelphia showbiz fraternity. He worked for many years for Citrus and Caras, a distributing company. Mr. D'Ortenza is a former member of the Personnel and Finance Committee of the Pennsylvania State Senate and a member of the Pennsylvania Democratic Central Committee.  

He was the founder of the Jewish War Veterans and served as a member of the board of directors of the Jewish War Veterans.  

D'Ortenza is a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania and holds a degree in law from Temple University.  

Grand Challenge Cup on Exhibit;  
Certificate, Medal Also Displayed  
The Grand Challenge Cup, which University of Pennsylvania crew won in the Royal Henley Regatta in England last July, is on exhibit in Houston Hall across the Auburn Coffee Shop.  

The Book of Honor for the race, in which all past winners of the race have their names inscribed, is also on display in the case. The book contains the names of all men, women, and children who have ever participated in the Henley Regatta.  

The Book of Honor lists the names of all those who have participated in the race, including the crew that won the 1955 race, which Sebo coached.  

The certificate from the Henley Regatta, which was awarded to Sebo for his race winning crew, will also be on display in the case.  

Grand Challenge Cup Los also the race won in Germany.  

Grand Challenge Cup Los also the race won in Germany.
Freshmen Platforms

Tony Carreri

Pride, spirit, and unity are my goals for the Class of '59. I can promise this and be a conscientious representative of you, one of your class officers. With my high school experience, I am sure I am justly qualified, and would appreciate your support.

Joel Feigenbaum

As President of the Freshman Class, I would strive to instill a spirit into the Class of '59. I have had throughout the years an interest in the welfare of our fellow students. The Class of '59 is the greatest class, both scholastically and socially, that the University has ever produced.

Kenneth L. Stein

I am a member of the Wharton School, a leader for the business staff of The Daily Pennsylvanian, and a student of Herbert P. Wolman, President in Thursday's elections.

Don Dwares

I can promise the Class of '59 only one promise: my unyielding effort to make of you the greatest class, both scholastically and socially. The University is our number one priority.

Bielah Ahloah

If elected, I should attempt to: 1. Carry on my duties with fidelity, honesty, and integrity to this Class of '59. 2. Provide more Freshman social functions. 3. Provide better social and athletic facilities for the Freshman in the Freshman dormitories. 4. Build stronger class and school relations. I believe the Class of '59 is destined to be one of the most outstanding in the history of Penn.

Carol Miller

If elected, I promise to: 1. Achieve greater class spirit, both among students and the University that Penn is Penn.

Richard Yentis

Freshman Class of '59 needs leadership. Freshman Class, take a leader for your membership as its leader, and all Freshman, and Biel, can do for you. I change voting rules, permitting the Freshman to have more influence and a voice in class office decisions. I am a progressive, spirited, and active administator which will always be the future and progress of the University of Pennsylvania as its goal.

Letter to the Editor:

In reading this same column in yesterday's Inquirer, I came across a letter to the editor, which I think substantially the way the Perk Band should mark any occasion as well as the best. Of course, I may not have played on the band myself for four years, and I do not congratulate the millions of subtitles which come as a part of military band, but certainly, it is sometimes quite difficult to try to determine whether it is not just the Perk Band. The music itself, is a means of entertainment, but the thought of the Perk Band.

Freshman Platforms

Light and refreshing in every sip, that's what the Freshman Platforms is, the best and most original stunts on election day. Few classes use this potential correctly. Each class, within its membership, has the potential capacity to make itself outstanding. Almost any class, within its membership, has the potential of selecting from our number a president and council which, within that class, may know, the individuals elected by the majority of those who made the biggest noise. Yet we should remember that the most successful of the most amusing campaign posters spend the most money on "I'm the best" literature, or do the most original stunts on election day is not necessarily the best choice for class officers. I want to show the importance of leadership, not only among the students, but rather than character and intellect, with your students. That is why I have written this statement, and am forced by circumstance to make my candidacy more generally known.

Amos Kovitz

As a candidate for class officer, I feel that this is the best way of my past and my intentions if elected to a class position. I have previously held office in school organizations and have been treasurer and president of my fraternity. If elected to class office, I hope to stimulate the life of the Class of '59 by an increased social calendar.

William Sehr

As selection of your class officers is one of your most important decisions, you must be careful to select the senior best qualified. If not, the freshman class and school may not live up to its expectations. Almost any class, within its membership, has a president who can draw the most from our number a president and council which, within the Freshman, expects of its officers, and what its officers should provide the class. The purpose is giving you these facts in instilling in you the feeling of, "If he did it before, he can do it again." I hope I have accomplished my purpose successfully.

Will Greene

Only time will tell whether our class will live up to its expectations. Almost any class, within its membership, has the potential of selecting from our number a president and council which, within the limited number of individuals elected by the majority of those who made the biggest noise. Yet we should remember that the most successful of the most amusing campaign posters spend the most money on "I'm the best" literature, or do the most original stunts on election day is not necessarily the best choice for class officers. I want to show the importance of leadership, not only among the students, but rather than character and intellect, with your students. That is why I have written this statement, and am forced by circumstance to make my candidacy more generally known.

Alf Cohen

I appeal to the intelligence of the Freshman class. Realizing the extreme limitations of Freshman political influence, I require only that you consider a candidate who can draw the most from our number a president and council which, within the Freshman, expects of its officers, and what its officers should provide the class. The purpose is giving you these facts in instilling in you the feeling of, "If he did it before, he can do it again." I hope I have accomplished my purpose successfully.
Soccermen Edge Tigers In Two Overtimes, 4-3

Recording a freak goal in the second overtime period, Penn's varsity soccer squad took over undisputed possession of Trail Quakers the winning goal, although it was actually scored on one of the Penn Lions at Tigerstown yesterday.

Lions still have a long way to go at Franklin Field, the Nittany lost only 14 times. There have before State was able to tie, 3-3, the strength of Quaker perform-

THURSDAY, 1948 - PAGANOS PIZZERIA (FORMERLY DIFIORI'S) 3459 Woodland Avenue
OPEN—11 A.M. TO 3 A.M. SPECIAL TURKEY DINNER $1.25, (seconds free)
A Turkey Dinner to the winner and a friend.
Penn State will make — yards passing against Penn.
Name
Address

ONE SUIT CLEANED AND PRESSER AND 3 REGULAR
240 Riverview Street
New York 2, N. Y.

Penn State will score
Penn will score

PAPA TONY'S
3713 Spruce Street
"Best Pizza On Campus"
A PIZZA TO THE WINNER AND 4 FRIENDS.
Penn State will gain — rushing against Penn.
Name
Address

UNIVERSITY JEWELERS
Norm Kaufman (Opposite College Hall) Dave Kaufman
A $3.00 Genuine Alligator Watch Band to the
Penn will gain — years rushing against Penn State.
Name
Address

PAGANO'S PIZZERIA
(formerly DIFIORI'S)
3614 Walnut Street
We Specialize in Chicago Deep Dish Pies
To the winner and a friend, all the pizza they can eat.
Penn State will make — first doses against Penn.
Name
Address

D.P. FOOTBALL CONTEST WINNERS
A. H. Bernstein, University Jewelers
K. L. Nees, Varsity Shop
H. Hertzberg, Pagano's

J. L. Peres, Red & Blue Diner
J. Meyer, Papa Tony's

D. P. FOOTBALL CONTEST PENN STATE GAME
1. Entries must be deposited in D.P. ballot box at Houston Hall Information Desk.
2. Winners will be announced in Thursday's, November 3, issue.
3. Only one entry per person allowed.

Please Clip Each Coupon Separately

BONDED HAND LAUNDRY ON CAMPUS OVER 25 YEARS
3707 Spruce Street
One Suit Cleaned and Pressed and 3 Regular

D.P. FOOTBALL CONTEST WINNERS

Winners should come to The D.P. business office to pick up their gift certificate before Monday, November 7.

Inter-Dormitory Track Meet
The Class of '49 will have an opportunity to prove its track ability this afternoon when the oldest track club sponsors its annual Inter-Dormitory Track Meet on Franklin Field at 4 p.m. The meet is being held not only to afford the participants an opportunity to look over the freshmen prospects.

The first three men in each event will be awarded certificates by the Athletic Depart-

Inter-Dormitory Football
In an inter-dormitory football series, yesterday a team from Provost Smith and Langnudo norms edged out Princeton by 7-0, on a pass from quarterback Dick Wasko to Carl Spath in the end zone.

There will be no other dorm games played for the remainder of the week, as this week is in Dead Week.

EVENYONE'S INVITED TO THE
Ivy Club Smoker
Houston Hall Auditorium—Thurs., 7:30-10
Come In and Get Acquainted
Get More Out Of Penn Than Notes

Three Sportswriters Top Staff Grid Predictions
John Dough, Hugh Jacourt and Gerry Spinnaker topped last week's football prediction poll with identical scores of six correct predictions and four wrong.

Dough still leads the sports staff with a season total of 29-

Dough, Jacourt and Spinnaker, who last week scored with records of 27-12-1. Dough, however, kept pace with Du-

1901 9th Street

1901 9th Street
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Sebo Will Remain As Football Coach

(Continued From Page One)

Dr. Norman D. Palmer, President of The University, announced yesterday that Sebo will remain as football coach. "It was a difficult decision," Dr. Palmer said, "but I believe it is the best decision for all concerned."

Sebo, who has been at The University for 11 years, has led the football team to three conference championships and two bowl games. "I am looking forward to another year," Sebo said. "I am confident that we will have a successful season."